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Introduction to connectors
Connectors are used to send and retrieve data from various third-party sources. Using
connectors, you can connect to external cyber security tools and perform various
automated interactions using FortiSOAR™ playbooks.
FortiSOAR™ has already developed a number of connectors that can be used to integrate
with a number of external cyber security tools like SIEMs, such as Splunk and Ticketing
systems such as Jira. Connector-specific documentation that is included with each
connector covers the process of installing, configuring, and using these connectors. You can
see a list of published connectors on the Fortinet Support Site. After logging on the Support
Site, click the Knowledge Base tab and then click Connectors to view the list of connectors
published by Fortinet.
FortiSOAR™ also provides you with a number of pre-installed connectors or built-ins that
you can use within FortiSOAR™ playbooks, as a connector step, and perform automated
operations. For more information on FortiSOAR™ Built-in connectors, see the “FortiSOAR™
Built-in connectors” article present on the support site. You must log onto the support site
to view this information.
You can write a custom connector that can retrieve data from custom sources. You can then
use the connector either standalone or within FortiSOAR™ playbooks and perform
automated operations. You can write a custom connector manually, or you can use the
CyOPs™ Connector SDK to develop your custom connector. For more information on
writing custom connectors, see Building a custom connector.
A Connector Store is part of the FortiSOAR™ UI. Use the Connector Store to easily view,
search, install, update, and uninstall connectors that are part of the FortiSOAR™ repository.
You can go to the connector store by clicking the Connector Store link that appears on the
top-right corner on the Connectors page. For more information, see Connector Store. You
can also specify connector configuration using a jinja variable that contains the connector
configuration name.

Installing a FortiSOAR™ connector
All connectors provided by FortiSOAR™ are delivered using a FortiSOAR™ repository. Use
the Connector Store to easily install, update and install connectors that are part of the
FortiSOAR™ repository.
Note: The recommended way to install a connector is by using the Connector Store.
To install a connector, you must be assigned a role that has a minimum of Read and Create
access to the Connectors module.
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Important: You must ensure that update.cybersponse.com is reachable from your
FortiSOAR™ instance. Otherwise, you will see a blank page when you click the Connector
Store link.
Prior to version 5.0.0, you could set up your FortiSOAR™ repository and use the yum
command to install connectors as a root user:
# yum install cyops-connector-<connectorname>
Note: After you install a connector using the yum command the new connector is not
reflected until you refresh the Connectors page.

To update a FortiSOAR™-provided connector use the following command:
# yum update cyops-connector-<connectorname>

To remove a FortiSOAR™-provided connector use the following command:
# yum remove cyops-connector-<connectorname>

Note: If you delete a FortiSOAR™-provided connector using the Connector page in
FortiSOAR™ then you cannot reinstall the RPM of the same connector because the RPM of
the connector does not get deleted. Therefore, to remove a FortiSOAR™-provided
connector, you must use the yum remove cyops-connector-<connectorName> command.
Some of the connectors have dependencies on additional python packages. During
connector installation, these dependencies are also installed using pip. The default pip
settings point to the pypi.python.org repository for downloading these packages. We have
also added an alternate repository on update.cybersponse.com to host the connector
dependencies. If your instance restricts access to pypi.python.org, the installer fallbacks to
this alternate repository for installing the dependencies. However, the connector
installation might take longer if there are multiple dependencies since it first tries to fetch
each of those from pypi.python.org. In such a case, it is recommended to switch to
update.cybersponse.com as the main repository for the python packages also. You can
switch the main repository to update.cybersponse.com so by editing the pip.conf file
located at: /opt/cyops-integrations/.env/pip.conf as follows:
index-url=https://update.cybersponse.com/connectors/deps/simple/
You can also change other relevant pip settings such as altering the timeout or retry count
setting. See https://pip.pypa.io/en/stable/user_guide/#config-file for a listing of the
relevant pip settings. For example, to increase the timeout value add the following in the
pip.conf file: timeout = 60.

Connector Store
Use the Connector Store to easily view, search, install, upgrade, and uninstall connectors
that are part of the FortiSOAR™ repository. Therefore, you can now perform these
operations using the FortiSOAR™ UI instead of required CLI access.
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Following are the permissions that you must be assigned to perform operations for
connectors:
•
•

•
•

To install a connector, you must be assigned a role that has a minimum of Create and
Read access to the Connectors module and Read access to the Playbooks module.
To upgrade or configure a connector, you must be assigned a role that has a minimum
of Update and Read access to the Connectors module and Read access to the Playbooks
module.
To uninstall a connector, you must be assigned a role that has a minimum of Delete and
Read access to the Connectors module and Read access to the Playbooks module.
To view connectors and to use the connector as a step in the playbooks, you must be
assigned a role that has a minimum of Read access to the Connectors and Playbooks
module.

To go to the connector store, click Automation > Connectors. On the Connectors page,
click the Connector Store button. The Connector Store page appears as shown in the
following image:

Figure 1.

Connector Store page

You can search for a connector by connector name in the Search by connector name field.
The Connector Store page contains a filter for installed and not installed connectors. You
can filter connectors by clicking the Filter drop-down list and choosing between All,
Installed or Not Installed filters. The chosen filter applies only to the Connector Store
page.
Connectors that you can install appear with an Install (blue) icon as shown in the above
image. To install a connector, click the connector card of the connector that you want to
install, for example, AlienValult OTX, which opens a popup with the connector name:
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Figure 2.

Connector Name popup to install a connector

The connector popup contains details such as, a brief description of the connector, whether
the connector is certified or not, who is the publisher of the connector, a list of actions the
connector can perform, link to the connector documentation, etc.
Click Install in the connector name popup to begin the installation of the connector, as
shown in the following image:

Figure 3.

Installing a connector

Once installation is complete, FortiSOAR™ displays the “Connector Installed successfully”
message, Active is displayed on the popup, and on the main connectors page you will see
the installed connectors number increase by 1. After installing the connector, you must
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configure the connector by entering the required configuration details in the connector
popup:

Figure 4.

Connector Configuration Popup

You can also configure the connector on the Connectors page by clicking the connector
name card, which will also display the same connector popup.
To uninstall a connector, click the Uninstall Connector icon, in the connector popup.
FortiSOAR™ displays a Confirmation dialog, click Confirm to uninstall the connector.
FortiSOAR™ displays the “Connector uninstalled successfully” message and the installed
connectors number decreases by 1.

Installing or importing and configuring a connector in
FortiSOAR™
Use the Connector Store to install and configure connectors in FortiSOAR™. To install a
connector, you must be assigned a role that has a minimum of Create access to the
Connectors module. To configure connectors into FortiSOAR™, you must be assigned a role
that has a minimum of Update access to the Connectors module.
1. Log on to FortiSOAR™.
2. On the left navigation pane, click Automation > Connectors > Installed.
On Installed Connectors page, you will see the list of installed connectors, either
in grid/list view or in the card view. You will also see an Data Ingestion tab on the
Connectors page, which has been introduced in FortiSOAR™ 6.0.0. The Data
Ingestion tab displays the connectors that are enabled for the data ingestion wizard,
for information on the Data Ingestion tab, see the Data Ingestion chapter.
Following is an image of the Installed Connector page in the Card view:
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In the top bar of the Connectors page, you can see the number of connectors that
are installed, for example, in the above image 11 connectors are installed. In the top
bar, you can also view if any connector that is installed and configured on your
system has an upgraded version, for example, if you have version 2.1.0 of the
Anomali ThreatStream connector installed on your system and Fortinet has released
a newer version of this connector, i.e., version 2.2.0 of the Anomali ThreatStream
connector, and similarly there is an update to the HP ArcSight connector also, then
the Updates button will display 2. To update a connector that you have installed and
configured on your system, click the Updates button, which will display the
connectors with the updated version. You can choose to then install the updated
connector.
Also, you can see the status of the connector, based on the icon present on the topleft of the connector card. A connector that is installed but not configured appears
with a Settings icon on a gray background, for example, the AlienVault-OTX
connector. A connector that is installed and configured, for example the HP ArcSight
connector, or a connector that does not require any configuration, for example the
Utilities connector, appears with a Settings icon on a blue background.
Click the + (Add Connector) icon to import a connector (.tgz) file into FortiSOAR™,
which displays the Add connector popup as shown in the following image:
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You can drag-and-drop the connector .tgz file onto the popup or browse to the .tgz
file to install the connector in FortiSOAR™. You must check that all the connector
dependencies are available or install the dependencies additional to ensure that the
connector functions as expected.
You can search for a connector by connector name in the Search by connector
name box. You can also filter connectors by clicking the Filter drop-down list and
choosing between All, Configured or Not Configured filters. The chosen filter
applies only to the Installed Connectors page.
Buttons to change the view from grid to card and vice-versa are present on the right
of the Connectors page. Following is an image of the Connector page in the grid
view:

You can see a list of the connectors with their associated brief descriptions, version
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installed and the status. The status of the connectors will be Installed for
connectors that are installed but not configured, such as AlienVault-OTX, or
Configured for connectors that are installed and configured, such as HP ArcSight, or
for connectors that do not require any configuration, such as Utilities.
Click the Connector Store link to view the connector store.
3. To configure a connector, click the connector row (if you are in the grid view) or the
connector card (if you are in the card view) to open the Connector Configuration
popup. Enter the required configuration details in the Connector Configuration
popup, as shown in the following image:

You can uninstall a connector by clicking the Uninstall Connector icon. To uninstall
a connector, you must be assigned a role that has a minimum of Delete access to the
Connectors module.
Note: You can add multiple configurations for your connector if you have more than
one instance of your third-party server in your environment. You must, therefore,
add a unique Name for each configuration in the Configuration Name field.
If you have previous versions of a connector and you are configuring a newer
version of that connector, with the same configuration parameters, then
FortiSOAR™ fetches the configuration and input parameters of the latest available
version of that connector. For example, If you have 1.0.0 and 2.0.0 versions of the
Database connector and you are configuring the 2.0.0 version of the Database
connector, then while configuring the 2.0.0 version, FortiSOAR™ will fetch the
configuration and input parameters from the 1.0.0 version of the Database
connector. You can review the configuration and input parameters, and then decide
to change them or leave them unchanged.
You can activate or deactivate a configured connector by clicking on the Activate
Connector or Deactivate Connector Link.
You can also check the Mark As Default Configuration option to make the selected
configuration, the default configuration of this connector, on the particular
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FortiSOAR™ instance. This connector will point to this configuration by default.
Important: In the case of the SMTP connector, you must ensure that this option is
selected for the configuration that is to be used for sending system notifications.
The password type fields in FortiSOAR™ include encryption and decryption.
Passwords are encrypted before saving them into the database and decrypted when
they are used in actions. In case of an upgrade, connectors that are already installed
will work with stored passwords. If your administrator has defined secrets
(Deprecated) or configured an external vault to securely store your organization’s
sensitive data and credentials, then you can use the Dynamic Values dialog to enter
the credentials for your connector as shown in the following image:

For information on Dynamic Values, see the Dynamic Values chapter in the
“Playbooks Guide.” For information on Password Vault and Secrets (Deprecated),
see the Security Management chapter in the “Administration Guide.”
Connectors also include a Verify SSL field, that specifies whether the SSL certificate
for the server is to be verified or not. By default, this option is set as True. For more
information, see How the connector framework verifies the server certificate when
it’s self-signed.
To view the documentation associated with a connector, click the Documentation
link on the top-right corner of the connector configuration pane.
4. To save your configuration, click Save.
To view the list of actions that can be performed by the connector, click the Actions
tab.
To view the playbook file that is bundled with the connector, click the Playbooks
tab.
5. (Optional) You can optionally perform a Health Check by clicking the Refresh icon
that is present in the Health Check bar. The Health Check checks if the
configuration parameters you have specified are correct and if connectivity can be
established to the specified server, endpoint or API.
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If all the details are correct and the connectivity to the server can be established,
then on the Connectors page, Available is displayed in the health check dialog.
If any or all the details are incorrect or if the connectivity to the server cannot be
established then on the Connectors page, Disconnected is displayed in the health
check dialog.
Points to be considered for connector configurations while upgrading to a newer
version of the connector
If you are upgrading a connector to a newer version, you must be assigned a role that has a
minimum of Upgrade access to the Connectors module. For example, if you are upgrading
the Symantec Security Analytics connector version from v1.0.0 to v2.0.0, then keep a note
of the following points:
•

•

•

•

Existing (older) connector configuration fields retain their value, i.e., the value from the
older configuration will be displayed in the configuration pane of the newer connector
version. New connector configuration field(s), if any, will be added to the connector
configuration pane.
If the newly added configuration field is mandatory, and FortiSOAR™ has specified its
default value (in the info.json file of the connector), then the configuration pane of the
newer version of the connector will contain the default value for this configuration field.
For more information on the connector framework and the info.json file, see the
Building a custom connector chapter.
For information on common connector framework issues, see the Common connector
framework errors section in the Debugging common playbook and connector issues
article present on the support site.
If the newly added configuration field is mandatory, and FortiSOAR™ has not specified
its default value (in the info.json file of the connector), then the configuration pane of
the newer version of the connector will contain a blank value for this configuration
field. If you also do not specify a value for this mandatory configuration field, then the
connector configuration pane will display Partially Configured, and an error will also
be displayed in the Playbook Execution Log. For more information on the Playbook
Execution Log, see the Debugging and Optimizing Playbooks chapter in the “Playbooks
Guide.”
If the field type of a mandatory configuration field is changed from the older version to
the newer version, for example from a text field to a drop-down list, then the value of
that field will not be retrieved from the older version. However, if FortiSOAR™ has
specified its default value (in the info.json file of the connector), then that value will
be displayed for this configuration field the configuration pane of the newer version of
the connector. If however FortiSOAR™ has not defined the default value and you also do
not specify a value for this mandatory configuration field, then the configuration pane of
the newer version of the connector will contain a blank value for this configuration
field, and the connector configuration pane will display Partially Configured. An error
will also be displayed in the Playbook Execution Log. For more information on the
Playbook Execution Log, see the Debugging and Optimizing Playbooks chapter in the
“Playbooks Guide.”
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•

If the newly added configuration field is optional, and FortiSOAR™ has specified its
default value (in the info.json file of the connector), then the configuration pane of the
newer version of the connector will contain the default value for this configuration field.
If there is no default value is set, then its value is set as blank.

Setting up proxy server configurations to service requests from
FortiSOAR™ connectors and playbooks
You can set up a global variable to route all playbooks and connectors traffic using proxy
servers.
1. Update the /etc/uwsgi.ini file with proxy server configurations as variables:
[root@cybersponse csadmin]# vi /etc/uwsgi.ini
Add the following to the end of the uwsgi.ini file:
env=HTTP_PROXY=http://proxy-server-ip:port
env=HTTPS_PROXY=http://proxy-server-ip:port

2. Restart the uwsgi service:
# systemctl restart uwsgi

How the connector framework verifies the server certificate
when its self-signed
The connector framework is explained in the Building a custom connector chapter.
All connector calls are made by the python requests library reading the certificate from

/opt/cyops-integrations/.env/lib/python3.6/site-packages/certifi/cacert.pem.
Therefore, for any connector, when you set verify_ssl to true, and it’s a self-signed cert,
then the cacert must be appended to this file. If it’s a chain of trust, then you must add the
entire chain in the pem format. You must also ensure that the server address added in the

connector configuration matches the CN in the certificate.

Note: A .key file has the path to a PEM encoded file containing the private key. A .pem file
has the path to a PEM encoded file containing the certificate (or certificate chain) that will
be presented when requested.
If you are using the HTTPS proxy for external connections, then you must ensure that proxy
certificate is added here also, if the Verify SSL is set to true in the connector configuration.
Some commands that you can use to get the pem certificate chain:
# openssl s_client -connect {HOSTNAME}:{PORT} -showcerts

OR
If you have the certificate already in a .crt, .cer, .der format, then you need to convert to
the pem format: # openssl x509 -inform der -in certificate.cer -out
certificate.pem
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Building a custom connector
Overview
You can write a custom connector that can retrieve data from custom sources. You can then
use the connector either standalone or within FortiSOAR™ playbooks and perform
automated operations. You can write a custom connector manually, or you can use the
CyOPs™ Connector SDK to develop your custom connector.
The process of installing, configuring, and using FortiSOAR™-provided connectors is
defined in the respective connector-specific documentation.

Writing a custom connector
Perform the following steps to write a custom connector manually:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create a Connector Template Directory Structure with the required files.
Import the connector into FortiSOAR™.
Check the health of the connector.
Add a connector operation to a playbook.

Connector Template Directory Structure
Create the following folder structure, with a folder with the connector name at the top and
files within it:
connectorname folder
--+ playbooks
---+ __init__.py
---+ playbooks.json
--+ connector.py
--+ info.json
--+ images
--+ requirements.txt
--+ packages
---+ <package_name>

Note: Python 3 is required for developing your connectors.

info.json
The info.json file contains information about the name and version of the connector, logo
image file names, the configuration parameters, the set of functions supported by the
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connector, and their input parameters. The name of all the fields in the info.json file must
be unique.
Note: Ensure that the name of the connector in the info.json and the name of the
connector folder matches exactly.
You can configure the following parameters, fields, and operations while writing
connectors: description of connector and actions, tooltip, placeholder, conditional fields,
backward compatibility (using visible_onchange parameter), validation using regex, label,
apioperations, and grouping of fields. These parameters are explained in the Notes
following the sample info.json file.
Following is an example of an info.json file:
{
"name": "sampleConnector",
"label": "sampleConnector",
"description": "sampleConnector connector description",
"publisher": "publisherName",
"cs_approved": true/false,
"cs_compatible": true/false,
"version": "1.0.0",
"category": "categoryType",
"help_online": "link to online documentation",
"icon_small_name":"small_icon.jpeg",
"icon_large_name":"large_icon.jpeg",
"configuration": {
"fields": [
{
"title": "fieldname",
"required": true/false,
"editable": true/false,
"visible": true/false,
"type": "text",
"description": "text",
"name": "user",
"tooltip": "text for the tooltip",
"placeholder": "placeholder text",
"validation":{
"pattern":"regex pattern for validation",
"patternError":"text for the error message if validat
ion fails"
}
}]
},
"operations": [
{
"operation": "function_template",
"title": "Sample Function",
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"description": "description of the operation",
"category": "categoryType",
"annotation": "sample_annotation",
"parameters": [{
"title": "Sample Input1",
"required": true/false,
"editable": true/false,
"visible": true/false,
"type": "text",
"name": "input1",
"description": "text",
"value": "default value1"
"tooltip": "text",
},
{
"title": "Sample Input2",
"required": true/false,
"editable": true/false,
"visible": true/false,
"type": "text",
"name": "input2",
"description": "text",
"tooltip": "text",
"value": "",
"options": ["A", "B"],
"onchange": {
"A": [{
"title": "User2",
"required": true/false,
"editable": true/false,
"visible": true/false,
"visible_onchange":false,
"type": "text",
"name": "user2",
"description": "text",
"tooltip": "text",
"value": "admin1"
}],
"B": [{
"title": "User2",
"required": true/false,
"editable": true/false,
"visible": true/false,
"type": "integer",
"name": "user2",
"description": "text",
"tooltip": "text",
"value": 12345
},{
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"title": "Comment1",
"required": true/false,
"editable": true/false,
"visible": true/false,
"type": "text",
"name": "comment1",
"description": "text",
"tooltip": "text",
"placeholder": "Add comment1",
"value": "",
"onchange": {
"dummy": [{
"title": "dummy",
"required": true/false,
"editable": true/false,
"visible": true/false,
"type": "checkbox",
"name": "dummy",
"description": "text",
"tooltip": "text",
"value": false
}
]}
}]
}
}],
"enabled": true,
"output_schema": {"key1": "", "key2": []}
},
{
"operation": "Sample Operation 2",
"category": "containment",
"annotation": "sample_op",
"title": "title of the operation",
"description": "description of the operation",
"parameters": [
{
"title": "title of list",
"type": "text",
"name": "sample_list",
"required": true/false,
"editable": true/false,
"visible": true/false,
"description": "description of the operation"
,
"tooltip": "text"
},
{
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"type": "label",
"label": "label text",
"visible": true
},
{
"title": "title of list",
"type": "text",
"name": "sample_list",
"description": "description of the operation"
,
"required": true/false,
"editable": true/false,
"visible": true/false,
"class": "group-element",
"tooltip": "text"
},
{
"title": "title of list",
"type": "text",
"name": "sample_list",
"description": "description of the operation"
,
"required": true/false,
"editable": true/false,
"visible": true/false,
"class": "group-element",
"tooltip": "text"
},
{
"title": "title of list",
"type": "text",
"name": "sample_list",
"description": "description of the operation"
,
"required": true/false,
"editable": true/false,
"visible": true/false,
"class": "group-element last",
"tooltip": "text"
}
],
"enabled": true,
"output_schema": {}
}
],
"playbooks": [
{
}
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]
}

Notes:
•
•

•

The version of the connector must be in the x.y.z format, for example, 1.0.0. Version
must consist of valid integers, for example, “1.15.125” is a valid version.
The output_schema defines the keys that are present in the output json on the
execution of an operation. The info.json contains some common keys. However, the
output json can have additional keys based on the input parameters. You can use these
json keys to set the input for subsequent Playbook Steps, using the Dynamic Values. For
more information, see the Dynamic Values section in “Playbooks.”
If you want to add online and/or offline documentation for your connector, add the
following to your info.json:
help_file: "name of pdf file in the connector folder"
help_online: "link to the online documentation for the connector"

•

Input types supported: text, checkbox, integer, decimal, datetime, phone, email, file,
richtext, json, textarea, image, select, and multiselect.
For select and multiselect, you can provide the list of inputs using the options key.
For example,
{
"title": "Sample Field",
"name": "sample",
"required": "true",
"editable": "true",
"visible": "true",
"type": "select",
"options": ["A","B","C"]
}

•

•

category and annotation within operations: The category defines the category for the

connector that you are adding, and it must be one of the following: investigation,
remediation, containment and miscellaneous.
The annotation defines the operation or function that will be performed. An annotation
is unique and belongs to only one category, i.e., you must not add an annotation to
multiple categories.
If you do not define any category in the info.json file, then by default, the annotation is
added to the miscellaneous category.
The category name must contain only lower-case alphabets. The annotation name must
contain only lower-case alphabets, underscores, and numbers.
Category and annotations must always come together.
Multiple operations within a connector can use the same annotation.
description: You can add a description for the connector, which will be visible on the
connector page in FortiSOAR™ and you can also add a description for the action or
operation, which will be visible on the connector step page in the Playbook Designer.
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•

•

•

tooltip: You can add the tooltip parameter to any field to display information about

that particular field. Note that if you do not want a tooltip against any field, then you
must remove the tooltip parameter from that field in the info.json. You must not pass ""
or null as values to the tooltip parameter.
placeholder: You can add the placeholder parameter for text and select fields, which
will display placeholders for those fields on the connector step page in the Playbook
Designer.
conditional fields (onchange): You can add the onchange parameter to fields, which you
can use to display other fields or subfields conditionally based on the user input for that
field. For example:
{
"options": ["Now", "Yesterday"],
"onchange": {
"Now": [{
"title": "Comment3",
"required": true,
"editable": true,
"visible": true,
"type": "text",
"name": "comment3",
"value": ""
}],
"Yesterday": [{
"title": "Comment4",
"required": true,
"editable": true,
"visible": true,
"type": "text",
"name": "comment4",
"value": ""
}]
}
}

•

•

visible_onchange: For backward compatibility of the connector you can use the
visible_onchange parameter for conditional fields (onchange parameter).
If you set visible_onchange to false, then this field will be hidden in FortiSOAR™ UI,
and if you set visible_onchange to true, or if it is not present for any field, then this

field is visible in FortiSOAR™ UI.
validation: You can add regex validation to text and textarea fields. You can also add
the error that will be displayed in case the validation fails. For example:
{
"validation":{
"pattern":"\\d+",
"patternError":"this is not a number"
}
}
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•

label: You can add the label field to display text on the connector UI. For example:
{
"type": "label",
"label": "this is my label",
"visible": true
}

•

grouping: You can group fields based on your categorization using "class": "groupelement". For the last field in the group, use "class": "group-element last".

For example:
{

"operation": "block_applications",
"parameters": [
{
"type": "label",
"label": "this is my label",
"visible": true
},
{
"title": "Applications Names(List Format)",
"type": "text",
"name": "app_list",
"required": true,
"editable": true,
"visible": true,
"class": "group-element",
"tooltip": "Block Applications Names (List Format)"
},
{
"title": "Applications Names(List Format)",
"type": "text",
"name": "app_list",
"required": true,
"editable": true,
"visible": true,
"class": "group-element last",
"tooltip": "Block Applications Names (List Format)"
}
]
}

•

apiOperations: You can fetch options for the select and multiselect fields from the

API that you have defined in your operation. The parameters to this operation will be
what users have entered in the configuration of this operation and the target field.
apiOperations is not supported for the connector configuration.
Note: To hide this operation in the from the Actions drop-down list in the Playbook
Designer set "visible": false for this operation.
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conditional_output_schema: Support for multi-option or dynamic output schema in

connectors. In every operation that requires the dynamic output schema, you must
add conditional_output_schema as a key in an array of objects. Each object will
contain the condition, which you should add within {{ }} and then you must add the
corresponding output schema for each condition. It is recommended that you add a
default schema, using "condition": "{{true}}", at the end of the defined conditions.
The default schema will be used if none of the defined conditions are met.
Notes:
1) If you are using multiple conditions for evaluation such as a combination of && and
||, then you must wrap the whole condition within ().
For example, {{(command === 'ls' || command === 'ssh' )}}
{{(command === 'ls' && port === 5895 )}}

2) If you are using the condition with the checkbox field, add the condition as:
{{ checkbox === true}}

3) If you are using the condition with the multi-select field, add the condition as:
{{multsel.toString() === (['option1','option2']).toString()}}
4)If you are using the condition with the json field, add the condition as:
{{jsonfieldname === '{\"key\":\"value\"}'}}
For example, {{jsonfieldname === '{\"name\":\"fortinet\"}'}}
Important: In order to support versions earlier to the 4.12.0 version, output_schema

will also always be present.
Example of a conditional_output_schema definition:
{

"conditional_output_schema": [
{
"condition": "{{command === 'ls'}}",
"output_schema": {
"op_result": "",
"op_status": ""
}
},
{
"condition": "{{command === 'ssh'}}",
"output_schema": {
"result": "",
"status": ""
}
},
{
"condition": "{{true}}",
"output_schema": {
"result_default": "",
"status": ""
}
}
]
}
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connector.py
The connector.py class extends the base connector class and implements the
check_health and execute functions. Following is a skeleton of this class:
from connectors.core.connector import Connector, get_logger
logger = get_logger('<connector_name>')
class Template(Connector):
def execute(self, config, operation, params, **kwargs):
supported_operations = {'operation_1': function_template}
return supported_operations[operation](config, params)
def check_health(self, input):
return True

Notes:
•

•

•

All imports for the connector files should be relative. For example, if your util.py is
parallel to connector.py and you want to import util.py then you must import it as:
import .util.
get_logger is a utility function to initialize the logger. You can import get_logger from
connectors.core.connector, and then declare the logger as logger =
get_logger('<connector name>') . All the connector logs are written to the
/var/log/cyops-integrations/connectors.log file and follow the format:
%(asctime)s %(levelname)s %(name)s %(module)s %(funcName)s(): %(message)s .
In addition to the execute and check_health functions, the following optional and
additional functions are also available:
on_add_config(self, config): Invoked when a new configuration is added to the
connector. This is an optional function that can be overridden while setting up a new
configuration.
on_update_config(selfself, old_config, new_config) : Invoked when a
configuration is updated for the connector. This is an optional function that can be
overridden while setting up a configuration edit function.
on_delete_config(self, config) : Invoked when a configuration is deleted from the
connector. This is an optional function that can be overridden while setting up a
configuration teardown function.
on_activate(self, config) : Invoked when a configuration is activated.
on_deactivate(self, config) : Invoked when a configuration is deactivated.
on_teardown(self) : Invoked when a configuration is deleted. This is an optional
function that can be overridden for dismantling a connector.
You can use these functions to perform specific operations such as starting or stopping
of a service at the relevant events. For example, you can use the on_add_config()
function to start and stop a service when a configuration is added.
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playbooks.json
The playbook.json file contains any playbook collection that you want to include with
your connector. This could be a set of playbooks that demonstrate the usage of your
connector.

images
The images directory must have the connector icon files. The ‘icon_small_name’ and
‘icon_large_name’ keys in the info.json must match the names of these icon files inside the
images folder. Icon files can be in the .jpg or .png formats.
Once you have created all the files, bundle them into a .tgz file. For example, tar -czvf
sampleConnector.tgz sampleConnector/ .

requirements.txt and packages
If a connector requires additional python libraries, specify the libraries in the
requirements.txt file.
If there is a dependency on any custom packages or if your instance does not have internet
access to download packages from the internet, you can add the packages to the packages
directory in the connector folder.
During a connector import, the framework first runs pip install -r requirements.txt
followed by pip install <package> for every package in the packages directory. The
commands are run in a separate thread and import is marked successful even when the
dependency installation is still in progress. The dependency install logs are available at
/var/log/cyops-integrations/pipinstall_<timestamp>.log on the FortiSOAR™
instance. If more than five dependency install log files get accumulated, the log files that are
older than a day get deleted.
If a dependency install fails, then you can install them again by invoking the REST APIs
directly. Contact a FortiSOAR™ representative for more details on the APIs.

Import the connector into FortiSOAR™ prior to version 5.0.0
To import connectors into FortiSOAR™, you must be assigned a role that has a minimum of
Create access to the Connectors module.
Important: To import and configure a connector in FortiSOAR™ 5.0.0 and later, see the
Introduction to connectors chapter.
1. Log on to FortiSOAR™.
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2. On the left navigation pane, click Automation > Connectors and click Add Connector.

3. Drag-and-drop the connector package file or click Browse File to import the
connector.tgz file.
FortiSOAR™ will prompt you to enter the configuration inputs that you have defined in
the info.json file.
Note: You can install different versions of a connector, enabling you to reference a
specific version of a connector from a playbook. If you want to replace all previous
versions of the connector, ensure that you click the Delete all existing versions
checkbox while importing the new version of the connector. If you do not click the
Delete all existing versions checkbox, then a new version of the connector is added.
You must ensure that your playbooks reference a correct and existing version of the
connector.
Following is a sample image:

FortiSOAR™ displays the Uploading Connector message and then displays the
Connector Configuration popup.
4. To configure the connector, the Connector Configuration popup enter the required
configuration details.
The configuration details and the details of the connector specified in the info.json file
are stored in the FortiSOAR™ database.
Note: You can add multiple configurations for your connector if you have more than
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one instance of your third-party server in your environment. You must, therefore, add a
unique Name for each configuration.
If you have previous versions of a connector and you are configuring a newer version of
that connector, with the same configuration parameters, then FortiSOAR™ fetches the
configuration and input parameters of the latest available version of that connector. For
example, If you have 1.0.0, 2.0.0, and 2.3.0 versions of the Fortinet FortiSIEM connector
and you are configuring the 2.3.0 version of the Fortinet FortiSIEM connector, then
while configuring the 2.3.0 version, FortiSOAR™ will fetch the configuration and input
parameters from the 2.0.0 version of the Fortinet FortiSIEM connector. You can review
the configuration and input parameters, and then decide to change them or leave them
unchanged.
Following is a sample image:

You can activate or deactivate a configured connector by clicking on the Activate
Connector or Deactivate Connector Link.
You can check the Mark As Default Configuration option to make the selected
configuration, the default configuration of this connector, on the particular FortiSOAR™
instance.
The password type fields in FortiSOAR™ include encryption and decryption. Passwords
are encrypted before saving them into the database and decrypted when they are used
in actions. In case of an upgrade, connectors that are already installed will work with
stored passwords.
5. To save your configuration, click Save.
To view the list of actions that can be performed by the connector, click the Actions tab.
To view the playbook file that is bundled with the connector, click the Playbooks tab.
You can optionally perform a Health Check by clicking the Refresh icon that is present
in the Health Check bar. The Health Check checks if the configuration parameters you
have specified are correct and if connectivity can be established to the specified server,
endpoint or API.
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If all the details are correct and the connectivity to the server can be established, then
on the Connectors page, Available is displayed in the health check dialog.
If any or all the details are incorrect or if the connectivity to the server cannot be
established then on the Connectors page, Disconnected is displayed in the health check
dialog.
You can also click the Refresh icon that is present in the Health Check bar to perform
the health check at any time.

Reimporting a connector
After importing a connector, any changes done in the python files of the connector
automatically get reflected the next time you run a command on the connector. However, if
changes are made in the info.json, then you need to reimport the connector, using the
following command, for the updates to take effect:
/opt/cyops-integrations/.env/bin/python /opt/cyopsintegrations/integrations/manage.py reimport_connector -n <connector_name> cv <connector_version> -migrate

If you only want to update the info.json changes and not retain the previous connector
configuration, then you can omit the -migrate attribute as follows:
/opt/cyops-integrations/.env/bin/python /opt/cyopsintegrations/integrations/manage.py reimport_connector -n <connector_name> cv <connector_version>

You can also reimport all connectors at a single time using the following command by
omitting the -n <connector_name> and -cv <connector_version> attributes as follows:
/opt/cyops-integrations/.env/bin/python /opt/cyopsintegrations/integrations/manage.py reimport_connector -migrate

Check_Health function
The check_health function of the connector is invoked when you click the Refresh icon.
This function takes the dictionary of the configuration parameters as the input. For
example: {‘url’: ‘https://xyz.com’, 'user': 'admin', 'password': 'password'} .
You must throw the ConnectorError from the function if you want the check_health
function to fail in a given scenario, such as issues with connectivity or with the provided
credentials. To throw the ConnectorError, you must import it from the
connectors.core.connector module as follows:
from connectors.core.connector import ConnectorError
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Add connector operation to a playbook
Once you have completed configuring and deploying your connector, you can add a
connector operation to a playbook, by adding the connector as a step in the playbook, as
shown in the following image:

Figure 5.

Adding a connector operation to a playbook

You can install different versions of a connector, and while adding a connector operation,
you specify a specific version of a connector within a Playbook. In case you have installed
multiple connectors, and if the version of the connector specified in the playbook is not
found, then the playbook by default uses the latest version. FortiSOAR™ checks for the
latest version of the connector in the format “major version.minor version.patch version”.
For example, version 2.0.2 is a later version than 1.2.0.
The execute function of connector.py is called when an operation on the connector is
invoked. This function takes the dictionary containing the config, operation and params
fields. For example:
{'config': {'password': password, 'server_url': 'https://xyz.com'
, 'user': 'admin'},
'params': {'input1': 'value1', 'input2': 'value2'},
'operation': 'function_template'}

The return from the execute function is set in the results.data variable of the playbook
step. A sample execute function is present in the connector.py section.
The info.json contains output_schema, which defines the keys that are present in the
output json on the execution of an operation. The info.json contains some common keys.
However, the output json can have additional keys based on the input parameters. You can
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use these json keys to set the input for subsequent Playbook Steps, using Dynamic Values.
For more information, see the Dynamic Values section in the “Playbooks Guide.”

Configuring a connector to return a response
If you want to return a response from any action of a connector, then you can import the
Result class from the connectors framework to your connector.py and then you can set
message attributes such as status, message, etc.
Following is the python snippet for the same:

Figure 6.

Result class import from the connectors framework

Updating a connector configuration using the
update_connnector_config() function
The update_connnector_config() function can be internally called from any connector to
update the configuration of any connector by providing the name and version of that
connector. Steps to be followed for updating a connector configuration:
1. Import the update_connnector_config() function from /opt/cyopsintegrations/integrations/connectors/core/utils.py .
2. Call the update_connnector_config function with the following parameters:
<connector_name>, <connector_version>, <update_config>, and <config_id>.
update_connnector_config(<connector_name>,<connector_version>,<update_conf
ig>,<config_id>)

For example,

update_connnector_config("imap","3.2.0",{"username":"csdamin","password":"
changeme"},"5785130913212321")
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Notes:
If you do not provide the <config_id>, then the connector configuration that you have
marked as default configuration will be updated.
If you have not marked any connector configuration as the default configuration, and
you have also not provided the <config_id>, then the following error is raised: No
configuration found to update. Please add a config_id or mark a
configuration as the default. in the /var/log/cyops/cyopsintegrations/connectors.log. To resolve this error, either mark a connector
configuration as the default configuration or provide the <config_id>.

CyOPs™ Connector SDK
The CyOPs™ Connector SDK consists of a simulator for writing and testing your connector.
You can use this CyOPs™-provided CLI to help you develop your custom connector, without
having a CyOPs™ instance.
You can use the CyOPs™ Connector SDK to write a custom connector and also to perform
these additional functions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add or update the connector metadata, the configuration details, and operations
supported for the connector.
Import with the SDK and configure the connector.
List all connectors imported with the SDK.
Run health check on these installed connectors.
List the supported operations for a given connector.
List the configurations for a given connector.
Execute an operation on a connector.
Remove a connector.

If you want to use the CyOPs™ Connector SDK to develop a custom connector, you can
request your CyOPs™ Customer Success Representative to provide you with an installable.
The CyOPs™ Connector SDK will be provided to you in a .tgz format. You can also
download the CyOPs™ Connector SDK from the Fortinet Support Site. You must log onto the
support site to view information.

Dependencies while deploying the Connector SDK on a standalone
Centos 7 - Minimal Edition
•
•
•

Python3.6+ compiled with sqlite-devel and openssl-devel
virtualenv-15.1.0
openssl-devel
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Setting up the CyOPs™ Connector SDK project
Copy and extract the CyOPs™ Connector SDK that your CyOPs™ Customer Success
Representative has provided to you .tgz format. Ensure that the .tgz file is extracted in
your SDK Folder.
You must perform the following steps for a one-time setup of the CyOPs™ Connector SDK
project:
1. Create a virtual environment with python 3.6+ using the following command:
virtualenv -p <path_to_python> <path_to_virtualenv>
For example: virtualenv -p /usr/local/bin/python3/3.6.3/bin/python3
~/workspace/integrations-sdk/.env

2. Activate the environment.
For example, source ~/workspace/integrations-sdk/.env/bin/activate
3. Install the requirements
cd integrations
pip install -r requirements.txt

4. Setup the database
cd integrations
./setupsdk.py

Using the CyOPs™ Connector SDK
1. To get started with building and testing new connectors, and create the connector
directory, run the following command:
./cs_sdk.py --option create_template --name <connector_name> --version
<connector version>
For more details on the options available with cs_sdk.py, use the help command:
./cs_sdk.py -h or ./cs_sdk.py --help.
By default, the connector directory gets created in the same location as your cs_sdk.py

file. If you want to override the default location, you must enter the target directory.
Once the connector directory is created, the CyOPs™ Connector SDK displays the
following message:

Well done! Your directory <directory name> is created. Use ‘--option
add_info --name <connector_name> --version <connector version>’ to add the
connector metadata.
2. To add the info.json for your connector, run the following command:
./cs_sdk.py --option add_info --name <connector_name> --version <connector
version>
Enter the following details for creating the info.json for your connector:
Connector Name:
Description:
Version:
Publisher:
Category:
Is the connector approved by Cybersponse (Y/Yes/N/No):
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Is the connector compatible with Cybersponse (Y/Yes/N/No):
File path to a small icon for the connector:
File path to a large icon for the connector:
Once the info.json for your connector is updated based on the information you have

provided, the CyOPs™ Connector SDK displays the following message:

Well done! The connector info.json has been updated with the above
information for the connector. Use ‘--option add_config_params --name
<connector_name> --version <connector version>’ to add the connector
configuration parameters.

3. To add configuration parameters for your connector, run the following command:
./cs_sdk.py --option add_config_params --name <connector_name> --version
<connector version>

Enter the following details for adding the configuration input parameters for your
connector:

Field Name:
Is it a required field (Y/Yes/N/No:
Is it a user-editable field (Y/Yes/N/No):
Is it a field visible to the user (Y/Yes/N/No):
Would you like to add another field (Y/Yes/N/No):
//Repeats till the user enters No for the 'Would you like to add another
field' option

Once you have added input parameters required to configure your connector, the
CyOPs™ Connector SDK displays the following message:

Well done! The configuration input parameters have been added
successfully.
Implement the health check function for the connector at
<connector_locn>/health_check.py.
Use ‘--option add_operation --name <connector_name> --version <connector
version>’ to add operations on the connector.

4. To add operations that would be supported by your connector, run the following
command:
./cs_sdk.py --option add_operation --name <connector_name> --version
<connector version>

Enter the following details for adding the operations that would be supported by your
connector:
Operation Name:
Operation description:
Is the operation enabled on the connector (Y/Yes/N/No):
//Specify the input parameters required for the above operations:
Parameter name:
Is a required parameter (Y/Yes/N/No):
Is a visible parameter (Y/Yes/N/No):
Is an editable parameter (Y/Yes/N/No):
Default value for the parameter:
Add another parameter (Y/Yes/N/No):
//Repeats till the user enters No for the 'Add another parameter' option

Once you have completed adding all the parameters for the supported operation,
displays CyOPs™ Connector SDK following message:
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Well done! The operation has been added. Add the operation’s
implementation in
<connector_location>/<operation_name>.py:

To add another operation that is supported by your connector:
Add another operation (Y/Yes/N/No):
//This adds another operation that would be supported by your connector.
It repeats till the user enters No for the 'Add another operation' option

Once you have added all the operations supported by your connector, the CyOPs™
Connector SDK displays the following message:
Well done! The supported operations have been added successfully.
Ensure that you add the function implementations for the supported
operations before importing the connector with the SDK.

5. Start the application server using the following command:
python manage.py runserver

6. To import your connector with the CyOPs™ Connector SDK, run the following
command:
./cs_sdk.py --option import --name <connector_name> --bundle <path to
connector archive> --path <path to connector folder>
<path to connector archive> : The .tgz file of the connector bundle.

Or

<path to connector folder> : The absolute path to the connector folder. The SDK will
create a .tar file and import it into CyOPs™.
If you have used cs_sdk.py to generate the connector template, then the SDK already

has the path. In that case, this is an optional parameter that takes precedence over the
existing path.
Once your connector is imported with the SDK, the CyOPs™ Connector SDK displays the
following message:
Well done! The connector has been successfully imported.

You can use the following commands for various operations:
Use ‘--option configure --name <connector_name> --version <connector
version>’ to provide the configuration inputs and set up the connector.
Use ‘--option remove --name <connector_name> --version <connector
version>’ to remove the connector.
Use ‘--option export --name <connector_name> --version <connector
version>’ to export the connector into a .tgz file.

7. To set up the connector and provide configuration inputs, run the following command:
./cs_sdk.py --option configure --name <connector_name> --version
<connector version>

Enter the following details for adding configuration inputs for your connector:
Field 1:
Field 2:

. . .

The field names that you are prompted for are based on the data provided in the
info.json of the connector.
Once your connector is configured, the CyOPs™ Connector SDK displays the following
message:
Well done! The connector has been configured.
The check_health response is: <output from health check function>

You can use the following commands for various operations:
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‘--option check_health--name <connector_name> --version
<connector_version> --config <config_name>’ to check the connector health
again
‘--option execute’ to execute any operation on the connector
‘--option list_operation’ to list operations available on any connector
‘--option list_connectors’ to list all imported connectors
‘--option list_configs’ to list all configurations for all imported
connectors
‘--option list_configs --name <connector_name> --version <connector
version>’ to list all configurations for the specified connector

8. To execute an operation supported by your connector, run the following command:
./cs_sdk.py --option execute --name <connector_name> --version
<connector_version> --config <config_name> --operation <operation_name>

Enter the configuration parameters required to execute the operation:
Field 1:
Field 2:

. . .

Once the operation has been executed, the CyOPs™ Connector SDK displays the <output
from the execute function>.
9. To export the connector, run the following command:
./cs_sdk.py --option export --name <connector_name> --version
<connector_version>
This creates a .tgz file of the exported connector.

10. To remove the connector from the CyOPs™ Connector SDK, run the following command:
./cs_sdk.py --option remove ---name <connector_name> --version
<connector_version>

11. To list the connectors available within the CyOPs™ Connector SDK, run the following
command:
./cs_sdk.py --option list_connectors

12. To list the operations available for a connector, run the following command:
./cs_sdk.py --option list_operations --name <connector_name> --version
<connector_version>
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Data Ingestion
Overview
FortiSOAR™ has a dedicated data ingestion wizard that facilitates data ingestion from
external SIEM solutions and other third-party sources like threat intelligence platforms,
email solutions, etc. The wizard also takes care of scheduling of data ingestion into
FortiSOAR™, if the connector is enabled for scheduling.
The Data Ingestion wizard eases data ingestion configuration and mapping of fields
between the two systems. The wizard assists in fetching sample data from the source,
mapping fields from the source data into a FortiSOAR™ module and sets up an ingestion
schedule if required and if the connector is enabled for scheduling. Based on the inputs
provided in the wizard, the system dynamically generates the ingestion workflows without
the user being exposed to the details of playbooks and easing the process of configuring
ingestion.
The Data Ingestion wizard allows mapping of dropdown (picklist) fields and items such
that you can map picklist items to a range of values, lesser than and greater than values.
The Data Ingestion wizard allows you to define the frequency at which you want to pull
content into FortiSOAR™ from third-party integration, such as SIEMs that allow you to
define the polling frequency. By default, the frequency of pulling content is set at five
minutes.
FortiSOAR™ and its connectors come with sample playbooks for ingesting data from
various SIEM sources, Threat Intelligence Platforms, Vulnerability Management Tools,
Configuration Management Databases, etc. Connectors that you can use to ingest data
through this wizard are enabled by default in FortiSOAR™.
FortiSOAR™ 6.0.0 has enhanced the data ingestion as follows:
•
•
•
•

•

Support for fetching data for each configuration of your connector, i.e., if you have two
configurations present in your connector, then you can pull ingestion data for each
configuration.
Support for multiple queries for pulling data based on your requirement; however, you
must specify one query to schedule pulling of data from the connector into FortiSOAR™.
Enhanced the UI of the data ingestion wizard to make it easier to work with the wizard.
Added an Data Ingestion tab on the Connectors page that monitors your data ingestion
and provides information on which connectors are configured for using the Data
Ingestion Wizard, as well as other information such as what is the status of a
configuration, what is the schedule for ingestion, when data was last pulled using that
configuration, etc.
Added support for inserting or upserting records in bulk during data ingestion, which
improves the performance since all the records are created or upserted in one request.
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Modes of Data Ingestion
Data Ingestion can work in any of the following three modes:
•

•

•

Notification Based: Some connectors such as, IMAP, Exchange, Syslog, etc have a
Notification Service that gets instantly notified when a message arrives on the server.
The notification service, in turn, triggers a FortiSOAR™ playbook to create FortiSOAR™
records from the fetched data.
Schedule Based: Some connectors such as QRadar, Anomali, ServiceNow, etc use the
Fetch APIs of the integration, i.e., for example, the fetch API of Anomali, along with a
user-defined query to fetch data from the product into FortiSOAR™. These fetch
playbooks are scheduled to run by default, every 5 mins or can also be scheduled to run
according to a user-defined interval.
Note that most integrations that support a Notification Based ingestion also support a
Schedule Based ingestion. You must, however, configure only one of the two, since
otherwise both would pull the data from the same source and there might be data loss
due to conflicts.
App Push: Some connectors such as Splunk, ArcSight, etc, FortiSOAR™ provides an addon that can be installed on the server side to push data from the integration to
FortiSOAR™. The add-on is configured with a user-password or appliance-based
authentication in FortiSOAR™ and it triggers FortiSOAR™ playbooks to create the
records in FortiSOAR™.

Permissions required for using the Data Ingestion Wizard
To use data ingestion, you must be assigned a role that has Read and Update permissions on
the Connectors module and Create, Read, Update, and Execute permissions on the
Playbooks module. If you want to schedule the data ingestion, then you also require to
have Create, Update and Read permissions on the Schedules module.

Data Ingestion
Added an Data Ingestion tab that displays the connectors that are configured for using the
Data Ingestion Wizard, i.e., you can use the data ingestion wizard to ingest data into
FortiSOAR™ for these connectors.
To view the data ingestion tab, log on to FortiSOAR™ and on the left navigation pane, click
Automation > Connectors. Click the Data Ingestion tab, which will display all the
connectors that are enabled for data ingestion, along with the number of configurations
available for that connector.
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Figure 7.

Data Ingestion tab on the Connectors page

You can filter the display on the Data Ingestion page to show all the connectors that are
enabled for data ingestion, whether configured or not, by clicking the All (default) filter. To
view connectors that are enabled for data ingestion, but not configured, click the Not
Configured filter, and to view connectors that are enabled for data ingestion that are
configured, click the Configured filter. You can search for a connector by connector name
in the Search by connector name field. In case of connectors that are not configured, you
can click the Add Configuration link to open the Connector Configuration page of that
connector enabling you to configure the connector.
To display the details of the configurations, click the <number of configurations>
configurations available link. Details that are displayed for the configurations are:
•
•
•
•

Status of a configuration, whether it is Available or Disconnected.
Schedule for running the ingestion, i.e., what is the frequency at which the third-party
integration will be polled to ingest data into FortiSOAR™.
Last Data Pulled on that contains the datetime when the data was last pulled into
FortiSOAR™ using this configuration.
Actions contains the following options:
Configure Ingestion: Clicking this link displays the Data Ingestion Wizard. This option
is displayed when you are configuring data ingestion for the first time for a particular
ingestion.
Ingestion Settings: Clicking this link displays the Data Ingestion Wizard with the
configured ingestion settings. This option is displayed when you have already
configured data ingestion for a particular configuration.
Ingestion Playbooks: Clicking this link opens the ingestion playbooks collection in a
new window.
Start Ingestion / Stop Ingestion: Clicking this link either starts an ingestion for a
newly-added configuration or stops an ingestion for a particular configuration based on
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the ingestion settings you have configured.

Important: After you upgrade to FortiSOAR™ 6.0.0 and before you reconfigure ingestion
for the same connector configuration, you must deactivate the earlier ingestion playbooks
that are present in the ingestion collection for the connector. The links to the ingestion
playbooks that were created prior to the upgrade will be present on the System Fixtures
page in the "Ingestion Playbooks" section will not be visible in the Data Ingestion tab (new
in version 6.0.0) of the "Connectors" page. If your data ingestion is schedule-based, then
you must also stop or delete the earlier schedules for the connector.

Process of ingesting data using the Data Ingestion Wizard
1. Log on to FortiSOAR™.
2. On the left navigation pane, click Automation > Connectors > Installed.
On Installed Connectors page, you will see the list of installed connectors, either in
grid/list view or in the card view. You will also see an Data Ingestion tab on the
Connectors page, for more information, see Data Ingestion.
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Following is an image of the Installed Connectors page in the Card view:

3. Click a connector using which you want to ingest data. For our example, we have chosen
Anomali ThreatStream.
4. On the Connector Configuration pane, from the Select Configuration drop-down list
select the configuration for which you want to configure the ingestion, and then click
Configure Data Ingestion.
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Only connectors that have been enabled for data ingestion will have the Configure
Data Ingestion button. To ingest data, your connector must be in the Available state.
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5. Click Configure Data Ingestion to display the Start screen of the Data Ingestion
Wizard.

6. Click the Let’s Start.. button to display the Fetch Sample Data screen.
7. Sample data is required to create a field mapping between your connector data and
FortiSOAR™. The sample data is pulled from connector actions or ingestion playbooks.
By default, FortiSOAR™ ingests data using an “Ingestion Playbook” that is included by
default with each connector that is enabled for data ingestion.
A connector would generally require some configuration details, which you will require
to fill in on this screen. For example, in the case of Anomali ThreatStream, in the Search
Query field, enter the query based on which you want to fetch data into FortiSOAR™. In
the Number of Incidents to Fetch field, enter the number of incidents that will be
fetched from Anomali ThreatStream, for example 10. In the Fetch Incidents in Last X
Min, enter the number of minutes for which indicators that will be fetched from
Anomali ThreatStream, for example 10, in this case the data ingestion wizard will fetch
indicators created in the last 10 minutes in Anomali ThreatStream, and then click Fetch
Data.
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Another example is Syslog where you will see the Message_samples field in which you
can add samples of messages in the CEF Format using which you want to map the fields:

Or, as is the case of HP ArcSight, you will see the Event_Ids field, in which you require
to specify a comma-separated list of valid Event IDs using which you want to map the
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fields.

8. On the Field Mapping screen, map the fields of the sample data to the fields present in
FortiSOAR™ as follows:
a. The Field Mapping screen displays the Sample Data on the right side of the
screen and the Field Mapping (FortiSOAR™ fields) on the left side of the screen.
The sample data is in the form of a Key-Value pair.
From the Module drop-down list that appears next to Field Mapping, select the
FortiSOAR™ module for which you want to map the fields. The default module
will be already be selected, for example, Indicators.
Note: If you select any module other than the default module, you will require to
remap all the fields.
b. From the Sample Data fields, map the fields onto the fields present in the
Indicators module as follows:
Important: Some fields such as Name and some picklists can come pre-mapped
with their jinja value. You do not require to re-map these fields unless you want
to override their default values. You can search for fields in the record and in the
sample data.
To map a field, click the key in the sample data to add jinja for the field. For
example, description from the Anomali ThreatStream sample data can be
mapped to Description field in FortiSOAR™ by clicking description. Once you
click description in the sample data description is added in the Description
field:
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To view the jinja value of a field, double click in the field, for example if you click
the newly-mapped description field, its jinja value
{{vars.sourcedata["description"]}} will be displayed. Once the jinja is
displayed, this field will always display with the jinja value.
Note: If bulk insert or upsert is supported for the connector, for example, IMAP,
then the jinja expression changes from {{vars.sourcedata["name of the
field"]}} to {{vars.item["name of the field"]}} . For example,
{{vars.item["description"]}}.
Picklists can come pre-populated with their defined defaults if they are available.
You can also map picklists using the wizard.
To map a picklist, such as Reputation, select the picklist whose value you want
to map. For example, confidence from the Anomali ThreatStream sample data
can be mapped to the Reputation picklist in FortiSOAR™ by clicking confidence.
FortiSOAR™ would already have mapped this picklist by default, and it will
appear as confidence whose jinja value is
{{vars.sourcedata["confidence"]}}. Next, you must map the items of the
Reputation picklists. To view and map the items of the Reputation picklist in
FortiSOAR™, click the down arrow (v). The Reputation picklist has items such as
Good, Malicious, Suspicious, TBD, and No Reputation Available. These picklist
items can be mapped as per the values defined in the source. You can map more
than one picklist item in FortiSOAR™ can map to a single value in the source. For
example, you can map both TBD and No Reputation Available to 0 in
FortiSOAR™. You can also map one picklist item in FortiSOAR™ to two values or
more values in the source, for example, Suspicious can be 1,2,3,4,5. In this case, if
the confidence field in Anomali ThreatStream has value 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5, then all
cases with confidence 1 to 5 will be mapped to Suspicious reputation in
FortiSOAR™. You can also specify mapping of a range of values, lesser than and
greater than values. For example, Good can be mapped 91..100 in FortiSOAR™,
which means that if the confidence field in Anomali ThreatStream contains any
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value between 91 to 100 they will be mapped to Good in FortiSOAR™. Similarly,
if you map Malicious to >5<91 in FortiSOAR™ this means that if the confidence
field in Anomali ThreatStream contains any value greater than 5 and less than
91, then they will be mapped to Malicious reputation in FortiSOAR™.

Note: Multiple expressions of type “number” must be separated by a space. Also,
in case of a range there must be two dots between the numbers.
You can also specify string values in a picklist such as Open, In Progress, Closed,
etc. Multiple expressions of type “string” must be comma-separated.
In case you want to use another query to fetch additional data in order to create
comprehensive mapping, click the + Fetch additional sample data link that
appears in the Sample Data header. Clicking the + Fetch additional sample
data link opens the Configurations dialog in which you can change the
configuration such as, updating the Search_query and click Fetch Data. The
data ingestion wizard fetches the data based on the updated configuration in a
new page in the Sample Data section. You can continue mapping based on the
newly fetched data.
Once you are satisfied with the mappings, click Save Mapping & Continue.
9. (Optional) If your connector is enabled for scheduling, such as Anomali ThreatStream,
then you will be shown the Scheduling screen, using which you can specify the
schedule for data ingestion from the connector into FortiSOAR™, i.e., you can specify the
polling frequency to a third-party integration, such as SIEM, so that the content gets
pulled from the third-party integration into FortiSOAR™. By default, scheduling is set to
pull data every 5 minutes.
To configure scheduling, from the Do you want to schedule the ingestion? drop-down
list, select Yes.
In the Configure Schedule Settings section, specify the Cron expression to specify
the schedule. For example, if you want the pull data from Anomali ThreatStream every
15 minutes, click Every X Minute and in the minute box enter */15.
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Note: If you select the Limit execution to one active instance at a time checkbox,
then do not rerun the workflow (schedule) if the previous schedule is still running.
Some connectors such as IMAP support data ingestion using both a scheduled-based
pull as well as instant notification using the Notification Service. You must, however,
configure only one of the two since both would otherwise pull the data from the same
source and there could be data loss due to conflicts. Therefore, the Scheduling screen
for the IMAP connector displays the following warning:

Only if you want to ingest data using a scheduled-based pull, then you should use the
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Scheduling screen to specify the schedule for data ingestion from the IMAP connector

into FortiSOAR™.
Once you are satisfied with the scheduling, click Save Settings & Continue.
10. The Summary step displays a summary of the mapping done, and it also contains links
to the Ingestion playbooks.

Click Done to complete the data ingestion.
Notes for Data Ingestion Playbooks:
•

•
•

The Summary step contains links to playbooks that contain the data mapping based on
the mappings you have specified in the wizard. You can click the links and open the
playbook in the Playbook Designer.
For example, to open the playbook that fetches data from the Anomali ThreatStream
connector, click Anomali ThreatStream > Ingest link, which opens the Anomali
ThreatStream > Ingest playbook in the Playbook Designer.
You can open the Data Ingestion Playbooks collection by clicking here in the Summary
step.
You can modify these data ingestion playbooks or the mappings in the playbooks using
the Playbook Designer and those modifications are reflected back in the mappings, i.e.,
if you open the “Data Ingestion Wizard” again you will see the modified content.

Notes for Data Ingestion
•

If you are using the IMAP connector for data ingestion, then you must ensure that you
configure either a scheduled-based pull, using Scheduling in the Data Ingestion Wizard,
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•

•

or the instant notification method using the Email Notification Service, by clicking the
Enable Email Notification Service in the IMAP connector configuration pane. If you
configure both then both the methods would pull the data from the same source and
there could be data loss due to conflicts.
If you are using the IMAP connector for data ingestion and at the field mapping stage
you change the default module for data ingestion, which is set as Alerts to any other
module, for example, Emails, then the playbook used for ingesting data remain active
and no records will be created. To get the data ingestion to work correctly, do the
following:
Open the > IMAP > Create Record playbook and click the Upsert File Indicators step.
In the Upsert File Indicators step, you need to initialize the IRI value of the module that
you want to use for data ingestion instead of the alert record IRI. To achieve this, click
the emailRecordIRI field, and use “Dynamic Values” to enter the IRI value of the
required module or enter the following Jinja value:
{{vars.steps.Create_Record['@id']}} .
For example, if you have changed the module used for data ingestion from Alerts to
Emails, then to initialize the emailRecordIRI variable instead of alertRecordIRI, in the
emailRecordIRI field, enter the {{vars.steps.Create_Record['@id']}} value.
Also, note that If you select any module other than the default module, you will require
to remap all the fields.
If you are using the Syslog connector for data ingestion, then you must ensure
playbooks used for data ingestion provide input in the CEF format, otherwise you
require to modify the playbooks. Since CEF is the most common format for Syslog
messages, the default data ingestion playbooks parse the message as CEF. If the Syslog
messages from your server are non-CEF complaint, you can modify the “Parse CEF” step
in the > Syslog> Fetch playbook that is part of the playbooks shipped with the Syslog
connector, before you configure Data Ingestion. The Syslog connector also provides
“Parse Message” action to parse RFC 3164 and RFC 5424 formatted messages and
convert these message formats to CEF format, instead of using the “Parse CEF” step.

Troubleshooting
The Fetch Data screen in case of IMAP displays the`ERROR :: create
failed: [ALREADYEXISTS] Folder name … error
This error occurs when you are running the Data Ingestion Wizard using the IMAP
connector. Click Fetch Data on the Fetch Data screen and an error such as "> IMAP >
Fetch has failed because CS_INTEGRATION-5: Error occured while executing the
connector action ERROR:: create failed [ALREADYEXISTS] Folder name conflicts
with existing folder name........" is displayed.

The above error can occur due to the following reasons:
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•

•

This issue occurs if the Email destination folder specified on server is similar to an
existing folder. Mailbox names are case sensitive on creation of folders using the IMAP
client, for example, if you specify MyFolder in the in the Email destination field and a
folder named myfolder already exists on the server, then this error will be displayed on
the Fetch Data screen when you are running the Data Ingestion Wizard.
This error also occurs if the folder that you have specified does not have permission for
the IMAP client.

Resolution
•

In the IMAP configuration pane, update the folder name in the Email destination field
and save the configuration:

•

Ensure that you provide appropriate permissions to the email destination folder for
the IMAP client.
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Post upgrade to FortiSOAR™ 6.0.0 from version 5.1.0 does not save any
data ingestion configurations
If you have upgraded your FortiSOAR™ version from 5.1.0 to 6.0.0, you will see data
ingestion configurations that you had saved in version 5.1.0 are not available in
FortiSOAR™ 6.0.0. You will not see any schedules, ingestion playbook link, or actions button
on the Data Ingestion page. However, your data ingestion will continue to run. This is
because support for fetching data for each configuration of your connector has been
introduced in FortiSOAR™ 6.0.0 and therefore, the older data ingestion configurations and
playbooks have been deprecated.
Resolution
Rerun the data ingestion wizard, i.e., reconfigure your data ingestion if required. Note that
your previously configured data ingestion will continue to run, however, you will not be
able to see the historical data. If you do require to reconfigure the data ingestion, then you
must ensure that you stop your previous configured data ingestion, otherwise both the
current and the old data ingestion will continue to run.
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